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Hayes Riser Recliner Chair 
Hayes Riser Recliner Chair offers a welcoming back design with supportive springing and a 
distinctive headroll for exceptional comfort. With stylish piped arms and full-width ‘chaise’ 
seating. 

Choose the LUMBAR ADJUSTMENT option for individual comfort and support. 

Size 

Lift and Rise Recliner, Petite – w81.5 x  h105.5 x d94cm 
(seat height 45.5cm, seat width 48cm, seat depth 48cm) 

Lift and Rise Recliner, Small – w81.5 x h107 x d96.5cm 
(seat height 47cm, seat width 48cm, seat depth 50cm) 

Lift and Rise Recliner, Standard – w81.5 x h110 x d101cm 
(seat height 49cm, seat width 48cm, seat depth 52.5cm) 

Lift and Rise Recliner, Royale – w81.5 x h114.5 x d103.5cm 
(seat height 51cm, seat width 48cm, seat depth 55cm) 
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DUAL motor option available 

The Dual Motor actions both lift and tilt the Recliner forwards so that getting 
in and out is the easiest thing imaginable. This full powerlift facility is 
designed to assist sufferers of arthritis, rheumatism, MS, poor circulation and 
many other mobility restrictions. 

The sophisticated Dual Motor mechanism enables you to control the backrest 
and footrest independently to reach the exact position you want including a 
near-horizontal full sleeping position (needs a 38cm (15″) gap from the wall). 

Designed with full powerlift facility to assist sufferers of arthritis, rheumatism, 
MS, poor circulation and many other mobility restrictions. 

5 YEAR GUARANTEE on all Recliner actions, frames, motors, handsets and all 
other electrical parts. 

Optional LUMBAR ADJUSTMENT for added comfort. 

Single-use Emergency Back-up fitted as standard and Multi-use Battery Back-
up available at extra cost. 

Supplied with castors for ease of movement. Front castors lift away to ensure 
stability in raised positions. Glides now available as an alternative to castors 
for solid flooring. 

Supplied with removable back to make the task of delivering the Recliner into 
your home so much easier. 

Maximum recommended weight 160kg (25 stone). 
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